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I find it comforting to know that some structure exists in a world of increasing confusion, fragmentation, and uncertainty. Amongst the crashing economies, warring nations, and natural disasters, we find software architectures quietly, resolutely, even purposefully adding stability to our software world which can be chaotic itself at times. While I may be waxing a little too poetic about software architecture in the face of larger calamities, you have to admit, there is certain serenity and solace in the construction and formation of peacefully co-existing relationships between systems. Call me a geek, but I get excited thinking about a well designed architecture which provides strength, security, foundation, functionality, and communication for the system users. Think of a world where an engineered substructure is designed and tested for all future users prior to adding additional systems and functions. Governments of the world take note; architecture adds to strength, durability, and potency when performed thoughtfully.

So where is Architecture Today? Grady Booch answers this question as he shares his thoughts on the subject while reflecting on the power of open-source principles and systems engineering as the keys to success in CrossTalk’s lively and entertaining “Interview with Grady Booch.” Grady also discusses the evolution of UML, the constraints of the DoD software world, the stagnation of languages, and the benefits of interdisciplinary training of our teams.

CrossTalk also offers a healthy line-up of informative articles exploring architectural topics such as how risk-driven models can guide architecture developers by mitigating risks using design techniques in the article “Just Enough Architecture: The Risk-Driven Model,” and how acquisition and architecture can all altruistically co-exist in the article “Service Incentive: Towards an SOA Friendly Acquisition Process.” See the practices used by the U.S. Army to promote architectural practices while increasing acquisition workforce talent by establishing Chief Software Architects in the article “The Chief Software Architect in U.S. Army Acquisition” and the intelligence community’s efforts to advance architectural practices while satisfying tough requirements in “XDDS: A Scalable Guard-agnostic Cross Domain Discovery Service.” Two final articles titled “Enabling Agility through Architecture” and “Agile Integration of Complex Systems” explore the practice of maintaining flexibility and innovation while implementing sound architectures.

“Global Workforce Development Projects in Software Engineering” is our final article which further explores the software engineering education concerns identified earlier in this issue by Grady Booch. The authors share information on two current software community projects: Integrated Software and Systems Engineering Curriculum and The Body of Knowledge and Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering, both of which are aimed at garnering an agreement on how to educate, guide, and certify the systems and software engineering workforce. The community includes DoD, INCOSE, IEEE Systems Council, IEEE Computer Society Educational Activities Board, and the Association for Computing Machinery. Anyone related to this community should not miss this update.

The authors of this issue have provided me additional fodder to go on waxing poetic in regard to our theme. Again, call me a geek, but there is certainly something to be said for taking the time to contemplatively reach out to stakeholders and design a masterful architecture today.
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Outside the software world, Richard Feynman is my abso-

lute hero. His ability to just be a renaissance man, his interest
in so many wide-ranging fields, his desire to follow his bliss …
his is a role model for me.

CrossTalk: You have written numerous books in your career. Which one do you believe has had the most influence on the DoD software community?

Which one do I think has the most effect? The next one I'm writing. [LAUGHTER]

The next one is titled The Handbook of Software Archite-
cture. Again, it goes in my theme of architecture as an artifact
and the important role I believe in delivering complex systems.
My goal here is to basically document the architecture of 100
interesting systems and describe them. My intent is to capture
what we find to be the best practices in architectural patterns
that are out there. This is an effort that has been going on for
seven years—and I hope I will finish it within the next seven
years. It’s hard research, but I’m learning a lot of things, dis-
covering things, and inventing things along the way.

As for past work, probably Object-Oriented Analysis and
Design with Applications was the most significant one
because it sort of helped start the effort of unification of the
work Jim, Ivar, and I did. It was influential in terms of notation
as well as process, and, frankly, in making object-oriented
design a household name.

CrossTalk: What is the current impression of the future
of the UML—a language you helped create?

Well this is a very timely question because we [at IBM]
recently submitted to Object Management Group (OMG)
a response to their request for information about the next
generation of the UML. I’ll begin by saying where I think the
UML is, and where the trajectory is going.

First, as one of the original officers of the UML, I am flat-
tered, amazed, stunned, and staggered at the reach the UML
has had. It has shown up in places I never, ever anticipated
when Jim [Rumbaugh], Ivar [Jacobson], and I began the jour-
ney unifying our methods.

What delights me and absolutely tickles me is the realiza-
tion that the goals of the UML are still very valid today, and
UML 2.0 continues to help deliver in that regard. I see the
UML being used in places far beyond whatever I anticipated
and that is very exciting and very humbling.

Yet that being said, part of our recommendation back to
the OMG and the biggest thing I pushed is for a return to the
fundamental roots of the UML, which is really two-fold.

First, UML 2.0 is more complex than it needs to be, and I
would like to see the UML become simplified over time. And
that’s not a means of throwing things out and not being back-
ward compatible, it’s just a matter of refactoring the language
so that there is a common underlining core.

The other thing I would really like to see is return to the roots
of the language not being a visual programming language,
which has fueled a lot of the model-driven development work.
In some domains, it’s quite appropriate … but it’s a modeling

CrossTalk: Who are your most significant influences
both inside and outside of software?

Well, I’ve got quite a few, so I’m sort of going to give this to
you in a historical perspective.

U.S. Navy Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper, a fascinat-
ing woman I met some years ago, I still have my nanoseconds
from her—and readers who know about that will smile gently.
In her lectures, she had this wonderful visual cue she used
when telling people about the amazing things in regards
to the shrinking of machines. She would have, prior to the
lecture, taken telephone wire and cut it into little 11-inch seg-
ments and passed it out to people, saying, “Here’s a nano-
second.” It actually represented the distance that light would
travel within a nanosecond—an amazing visualization. I was
always touched by her grace, her ability to speak power to
truth, and her ability to integrate the technical with the social.

Fred Brooks, of course, has been a tremendous influence
to me. Ed Yourdon and Tom DeMarco on the process side,
and more recently, folks like Kent Beck, Ward Cunningham
and Scott Ambler. I also add to this list Mary Shaw at Carn-
egie Mellon—she has taught me a great deal about architec-
ture, Philippe Kruchten did as well. The late Randy Pausch; I
had the delightful opportunity to meet with him briefly at
a conference while he was presenting Alice. And George
Walther, who was my instructor at the Air Force Academy. He
was the first person who really introduced me to the notion of
discovering beauty in software.

Of course Jim and Ivar were tremendous influences on
me—we could not have produced the UML without the col-
laboration from all three of us. We are three radically different
personalities and, as I have said publicly, it’s amazing that we
accomplished what we did without felonies being committed
along the way. But I’m delighted that we did, and I honor and
respect them and dearly love the time I spent with them. It
was a high point in my career.
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language … I would like to increase the use in the semantics of the UML relative to things like reverse engineering and mining and reasoning about things as they unfold over time.

One other thing—in terms of where the UML is headed—is that I was blown away recently when I discovered an article called “The Systems Biology Graphical Notation.” Apparently it was inspired by the UML as an attempt to build a standard for biologists for modeling things within their world—things like mechanisms within cells and the like. So that's an example of where the UML has extended its reach far beyond whatever I imagined. That's pretty cool, and it also tells me that the language does have staying power; it's going to be around here for a long, long time. We do need to simplify and refactor it.

**CrossTalk:** If you were in charge of DoD’s weapon systems software and infrastructure IT systems, what would be your top initiatives?

It really used to be, decades ago, that the DoD was leading the marketplace in the delivery of software-intensive systems. The harsh reality is that the commercial sector is leading best practices and really pushing the arc relative to software engineering and software development. So, in that regard, the DoD is behind the times. That is not to say that they are not pushing the limits in some areas. The kind of complexity we see in certain weapons systems far exceeds anything one would see commercially, but ultimately, there are a lot of things that the DoD can learn from the commercial world. As I look across the spectrum of systems that are successful and try to find the anti-patterns from those that are unsuccessful, there are three that come to mind and appear to have relevance for success—not necessarily in any order.

There's the leveraging of open-source principles. I know that the DoD has Forge.mil, which is evolving those many ideas of SourceForge, and I very much encourage that notion because there's this opportunity for transparency, visibility of software-intensive systems—it has certainly added value in the commercial space. So I would certainly encourage and intensify the use of those open-source platforms.

The next initiative I would bring about would be the collaboration infrastructures. The reality is that the DoD builds software-intensive systems with contractors who are spread across the globe, potentially—and certainly the deployment of these systems is across the globe as well. I'm not sure that the DoD has invested enough. And it's not just the classic Web 2.0 kinds of things like wikis and shared whiteboards and the like. I would also do some exploration in virtual worlds, the kinds of things IBM and myself are trying to push in that space.

The third thing—and I've had some strong initiatives in this—is the whole area of architecture. What drives me to this conclusion is that as I look at the main complaints and pains that virtually every organization has in delivering software-intensive systems, there appears to be a common thread between the architecture and the artifact. So I would go beyond DoDAF [Department of Defense Architecture Framework], I really like the standard. I think it’s effective for what it’s intended to be for—really trying to model the enterprise of the warfighter—but, in my personal opinion, I am less confident that it’s appropriate for the architecture of the software-intensive systems. So I would certainly begin some initiatives to push for the notion of architecture as an artifact in terms of its representation and its governance of the social organizations around it.

**CrossTalk:** What is the next big approach to creating software-based systems that is going to make a significant difference?

In terms of the next big approach, I believe it is growth in our understanding of systems engineering.

Traditionally you begin the design saying, “I've got these pieces and let's throw in a processor here and there, and then you software guys go off and do your thing.” The problem is you can't, from a systems engineering perspective, treat software as something you can put aside. Rather, it is an intrinsic, essential, universal piece of the system. So I think the biggest change we will see—or the biggest need—is the move toward a recognition that systems engineering needs to incorporate more and more of the practices we know into pure software systems because, in the warfighter's case, these are hardware/software systems—and that means we have to approach them differently than we have in the past.

So how does that manifest itself in terms of actionable things? The real news is that there is work to be done. INCOSE's beginning to embrace these ideas in the emergences of languages like SysML [the Systems Modeling Language] is helping us move along in that direction. But we don’t know all the answers, and we're on a journey along the way—that's why I say it’s the next big thing we’ll have to worry about.

**CrossTalk:** What new advances and changes in languages and software engineering are on the horizon?

The following is, again, my personal opinion—not that of anybody living or dead or yet to be born, and I say this because it is a controversial one. I've said it publicly and usually I get lots of nasty e-mails after I say it, but my observation is that on the language side we're really at a plateau.

While I tracked what was happening in the language research space, I was really excited about what was going on in aspect-oriented programming. But that seems to have died out, in the sense that people were still dealing with problems in the weeds and it really hadn’t risen up to the level of aspects at a higher level of abstraction. So on the language side, I think we're going to see a continuation in most of our existing languages. Look at C++ and you'll see that they have fixed a number of things in the current standards and they've really tried to extend it in some other areas as well—and these are largely incremental, albeit, important changes.

Where I think the biggest changes will happen will be back in the software engineering side. But before I attend to that, let's talk about what pushes us in that direction: What are the forces that cause that change?

There's the presence of legacy and how one addresses that. We have a crushing burden of legacy upon us—and not to put this in a negative light—but the reality is there is a significant capital investment in legacy and that leads us to not
throw these things away, but rather trying to figure out how to interoperate with them. SOA [service-oriented architecture] certainly plays an important role helping them interoperate, but then again legacy—the forces around that—are one issue. Another thing that is pushing up is presence of multi-core. The frequency-scaling wars are over, so we can only begin to boost computational resources by boosting frequencies certain ways. If you have an obviously decomposable parallel problem, multi-core usually fits, but you have a less than obvious decomposition. It’s really nasty and hard. Another force I think we’re driving up is the whole problem with security—and then the biggest one, perhaps the most dominant to impact us, is the issue of complexity. We are building systems of crushing complexity, so we need some help in that regard.

Those things together I think are pushing us. With regards to what is happening in the software engineering side, the good news is I think we have a good picture for how high-ceremony processes and agile processes work well together. So there’s a lot of good information coming out of that world. And, although I think it may be self-serving, I see short-term growth towards the practices around architecture as an artifact, and then the next thing on the horizon is less-so software engineering and more-so systems engineering.

CrossTalk: What are the restraining parameters that hold software engineering back from more breakthroughs?

First off, I don’t really believe in breakthroughs. The reality of the progress of science, especially in software, is that changes come from the confluence of many things, where you might reach a tipping point that changes things. But I’m more of one for evolution than revolution. Frankly, I even consider object-oriented design to be an evolutionary thing as opposed to a revolutionary thing.

I think I’ve actually talked about the true restraining factors already: legacy, inoperability, multi-core security. And the last is complexity. We are dealing with systems that far exceed the intellectual capacity of any single human. We generally lack the notations, processes and measurements to help us deal with that complexity—so that’s what holds us back. It’s a wickedly hard problem.

CrossTalk: What are we to do with all the DoD systems that were implemented in older object-oriented languages like Ada, Modula, etc., as there are less and less engineers skilled to enhance and maintain the code?

There are older object-oriented languages being used. In fact, I’m engaged in a project that is still using Ada, and I’m excited that they are because it is really well-proven language. It is a problem, but not one the DoD has alone. I had been working on a project with the IRS … a system that is central to their tax processing has about 500,000 lines of assembly language, a lot of which was written in the ’60s and it still exists there. I see systems written in COBOL; I’ve seen systems written in PL/I. So this is a systemic problem that goes to the heart of the issue of legacy of older systems that I mentioned.

I’ve actually written and discussed this very topic; what I call the “Nine Things You Can Do with Old Software.” One thing you can do is harvesting—which is basically taking these older things and doing the reverse engineering of pieces of them to extract the algorithms, the data structures, things like that, and then rewriting them—but that is so very hard. Another—the most effective thing that I have seen—is the notion of continuous architectural transformation. It requires considerable process discipline and it goes back to the heart of architecture and artifacts. Only a few organizations that I’ve seen have been really successful. I hold up eBay as a classic example.

CrossTalk: That’s interesting. I didn’t know there was that much old language out there still being utilized.

Oh yeah, there are gobs of languages. I did a quick calculation asking how many lines of codes do we produce in the world on a yearly basis? It was a low number, but if you make an estimate for the number of software professionals, the number of people that actually code, the number of lines of code per average per year, you end up with around 33 billion lines of code new or modified or produced every year—and I will be honest in saying that’s conservative and it’s probably off by an order of magnitude. So if you integrate that over the years, it means, at the very least, that we probably have over a trillion lines of code out there—and much of that is still running in these old systems. So the presence of these legacy systems is a reality—and it’s not just a problem the DoD has.

CrossTalk: What major changes would you like to see in the DoD to forward software engineering success?

I think the major change is in education. I don’t mean to be critical, but in many ways the DoD’s expertise has, frankly, been outsourced to its contractors. It is not to say that is a horrible, terrible thing, but a lot of the things that happened in old warfighting systems came through intrinsic expertise inside the DoD. I would strongly encourage the increase of education of the DoD’s intrinsic forces with regards to decision engineering and software engineering—and draw back into the DoD more of that intellectual property. Ultimately, delivering for the warfighters is what the DoD is all about, and that requires an intensely educated staff to make that happen. How does one make that manifest? I think there is work to be done in acquisition policy, in processes for delivery in the use of things like DoDAF. I think the DoD itself can lead and should lead this, and it needs to make this change in the interspatial spaces of its training, in its service academies, and in its colleges as well.
CrossTalk: Have you seen anything to suggest that the DoD has gathered that same point of view and that it might be starting to change its perspective and train people differently?

Walt J. Okon and I recently had a conversation on that very topic. I did raise with him the notion of education. I was absolutely ready to dance on the table when he told me that one of his major initiatives, beyond 2.0 reaching closure, is that whole issue of education. Beyond what he is doing, I don’t have a lot of insight, but I am certainly encouraged by his efforts.

CrossTalk: Back to the idea of needed training prior to getting ensconced in the industry: How do you see the current state of software engineering in higher education, and where do you think it needs to go?

I’ve had the delightful opportunity to engage with a lot of different schools. I make a yearly jaunt around the universities—both in the U.S. and other places in the world—to give lectures and the like. I’ve also had the chance to interact with people both in the ACM [Association for Computing Machinery] and in the IEEE on K-12 and undergraduate and graduate degrees.

What is growing are the interdisciplinary kinds of things like I’ve seen at CMU, and at USC through Barry Boehm, where systems engineering is coming together and software is an important piece of that.

There is this mental model I use that I speak of as “the laws of software.” So if you imagine that we have a surplus of cognitive resources—in other words, human intelligence or human imagination is not a limited resource—we come up with these visions and we have to turn that into “raw running naked” code. The question for me is what separates us from vision, to turn that into raw running naked code—and the answer is there are these things in the laws of software.

You’ll see that things move from the computer science-y things, which are very mathematically based and very fundamental, into the things that become more human-oriented—elements like politics and ethics and moral issues. We think we know how to build certain things … the question is should we?

What makes it most difficult to move from vision to execution is something that swirls around the problems of design and the problems of organization. How do I best architect my organization to deliver a system to be used by humans, to be used in the context of other complex warfighting systems. These are not islands, so I would want to seek out the best ideas from a variety of places. So yes, I can’t imagine one considering this other than interdisciplinary activity.

Through the mixtures of putting smart people together in different domains, innovation comes about in unexpected ways.

The final thing I’d offer is, you know, that this is still an exciting discipline. The global economy is in a funk, there’s no doubt about it. I’ve been lecturing recently about the notion of software abundance in the space of economic scarcity, and I’m utterly convinced that the delivery of software-intensive systems is still a major source of innovation and, therefore, economic growth. So this is still an exciting place to be. I encourage people who are thinking about this field to recognize that there are a lot of wickedly entertaining, exciting and delicious problems to solve. We’re not done yet.

CrossTalk: I was recently in a conversation where we were trying to set up a degree program with a local university for UAS [unmanned aerial systems] and the big argument was hardcore engineers versus interdisciplinary people. I take it you’re leaning toward interdisciplinary as a strength?

Well, I say it is very much a strength because if you look at unmanned vehicles, this is a classic systems-engineering problem. There are some wickedly technical problems to overcome, but ultimately I’m delivering a system to be used by humans, to be used in the context of other complex warfighting systems. These are not islands, so I would want to seek out the best ideas from a variety of places. So yes, I can’t imagine one considering this other than interdisciplinary activity.

So this is still an exciting place to be. I encourage people who are thinking about this field to recognize that there are a lot of wickedly entertaining, exciting and delicious problems to solve. We’re not done yet.

NOTES

2. Pausch may be known best for his Last Lecture: “Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams.”
3. Alice is a 3-D programming environment.
4. Currently, Booch maintains a blog, <www.handbookofsoftwarearchitecture.com>, for The Handbook of Software Architecture, which serves as the repository for ongoing work in an effort that will eventually be published in print.
6. See <www.uml.org> to learn more about UML, the current status of UML 2.0, and the role of the OMG.
If you knew nothing about software development, you might imagine that the best developers were the ones who spent the most time writing code. Yet it has been clear for a long time that judicious application of other activities—such as analysis, design and testing—will result in better software. However, at some point, doing more analysis, design or testing becomes counterproductive since it steals time and resources away from other, more productive activities.

Designing an appropriate software architecture is one of those non-coding activities that can improve the quality of a system, but if developers spend too much effort on it, they will be stealing from other activities. Consequently, an important question is raised: How much design and architecture should developers do? Any realistic answer must balance design and architecture effort against other activities.

This article introduces the Risk-Driven Model of architectural design. It guides developers to apply effort to their software architecture commensurate with the risks faced by their project. That is, low-risk and highly precedented systems should skimp on architecture, while high-risk and novel systems should pay more attention to it.

This might seem like common sense, but it is not what happens today on most projects. Most commonly, a project’s software development process dictates both the amount of effort and the specific architecture techniques. Unless this process is tuned to risk, it results in too much or too little effort spent on architecture.

How Architecture is Done Today

There is active debate about how much architecture work developers should do and several answers have been proposed:

1) No architectural design. Developers should just write code. Design happens, but is coincident with coding, and happens at the keyboard rather than in advance.
2) Use a yardstick. For example, developers should spend 10% of their time on architecture and design, 40% coding, 20% integrating and 30% testing.
3) Build a documentation package. Developers should employ a comprehensive set of design and documentation techniques sufficient to produce a complete written design document.

Any of these answers could be appropriate, but it depends on the project. The problem with these answers is that they do not help developers find a balance—they instead prescribe that balance in advance. What developers need is a way to decide which architecture techniques they should apply and which they should skip.

The Risk-Driven Model

The Risk-Driven Model helps developers decide how much architecture work to do. The essence of the Risk-Driven Model is these three steps:

1) Identify and prioritize risks
2) Select and apply a set of architecture techniques
3) Evaluate risk reduction

It helps developers follow a middle path, one that avoids wasting time on techniques that help their projects only a little, but ensures that project-threatening risks are addressed by appropriate techniques.

The key element of the Risk-Driven Model is the promotion of risk to prominence. What you choose to promote has an impact. Most developers already think about risks, but they think about lots of other things too, and consequently risks can be overlooked.

Projects face different risks, so they need different architectural techniques. Some projects will have tricky quality attributes that need up-front planned design, while other projects need tweaks to existing systems and entail little risk of failure. Some development teams are distributed, so they document their designs for others to read, while other teams are co-located and can write fewer documents.
Technique Choices Should Vary

Most organizations guide developers to follow a process with some kind of documentation template or a list of design activities. Templates can be beneficial and effective, but they can also inadvertently steer developers astray. Here are some examples of well-intentioned rules that guide developers to activities that may be mismatched with their project’s risks:

- The team must always (or never) build a full documentation package for each system.
- The team must always (or never) build a class diagram, a layer diagram, etc.
- The team must spend 10% (or 0%) of the project time on design or architecture.

It would be a great coincidence if an unchanging set of diagrams or techniques was always the best way to mitigate a changing set of risks. Standard processes or templates can be helpful, but they are often used poorly. Over time, you may be able to generalize the risks on the projects at your organization and devise a list of appropriate techniques. The important part is that the techniques match the risks.

Example Mismatch

Imagine an organization that builds a three-tier system. The first tier has the user interface, and is exposed to the internet. The biggest risks might be usability and security. The second and third tiers implement business rules and persistence; they are behind a firewall. The biggest risks might be throughput and scalability.

What often happens is that both teams follow the same company-standard process or template and produce, say, a module dependency diagram. The diagram is probably somewhat helpful, but it takes the space of more helpful techniques better matched to the project risks.

Following the Risk-Driven Model, the front-end and back-end teams would apply different techniques. For example, the front-end developers might create user interface mockups and analyze their design for intrusion vectors. The back-end developers might do performance modeling and impose constraints to enable scalability.

Are You Risk-Driven Now?

Many developers believe that they already follow a Risk-Driven Model, or something close to it. Yet there are telltale signs that many are not.

One sign is an inability to list the risks they confront and the corresponding techniques they are applying. Any developer can answer the question, “Which features are you working on?” but many have trouble with the question, “What are your primary failure risks and corresponding engineering techniques?” If risks were indeed primary, it would be an easy question to answer. Another sign is that all developers use the same techniques.

Most architecture templates have a section on risks, but that is not the same as using risks to decide which techniques to use. To be risk-driven in your architectural decision making, you need to have a rationale that ties your actions (i.e., use of architectural techniques) back to your risks.

Logical Rationale

The Risk-Driven Model has the useful property of yielding arguments that can be evaluated. An example argument would take this form:

We identified A, B and C as risks, with B being primary. We spent time applying techniques X and Y because we believed they would help us reduce the risk of B. We evaluated the resulting design and decided that we had sufficiently mitigated the risk of B, so we proceeded on to coding.

Other developers might disagree with this assessment, so they could provide a differing argument with the same form, perhaps suggesting that risk D be included. A productive, engineering-based discussion of the risks and techniques can ensue because the rationale behind your opinion has been articulated and can be evaluated.

Incomplete Architecture Designs

When developers apply the Risk-Driven Model, they only design the areas where they perceive failure risks. Most of the time, applying a design technique means building a model of some kind, either on paper or a whiteboard. Consequently, the architecture model will likely be detailed in some areas and sketchy, or even non-existent, in others.

For example, if developers have identified some performance risks and no security risks, they would build models to address the performance risks but those models would have no security details in them. Still, not every detail about performance would be modeled and decided. Remember that models are an intermediate product and developers can stop working on them once they have become convinced that the architecture is suitable for addressing the risks.

Software Processes

Since the Risk-Driven Model applies only to architecture design and is not a full software development process, it is possible to apply it within essentially any process. A waterfall process prescribes planned design in its analysis and design phases, but does not tell you what kind of architecture and design work to do, or how much to do. You can apply the Risk-Driven Model during the analysis and design phases to answer those questions.

Today, many developers follow iterative processes, and it goes against the grain to bolt-on a several-month architecture design phase. An iterative process does not have a designated place for design work, but architecture design could be done at the beginning of each iteration. The amount of time spent on design would vary based on the risks. Figure 1 provides a notional example of how the amount of design could vary across iterations based on your perception of the risks.

![Figure 1: An example of how the amount of design could vary across iterations based on your perception of the risks. In this example, more risk was perceived in iterations 0 and 2.](image-url)
The Risk-Driven Model would, on first glance, appear to be quite similar to the Spiral Model of software development, but the Spiral Model applies to the entire development process, not just the design activity.

The Unified Process and its specialization, the Rational Unified Process, are iterative, spiral processes [2, 3]. They highlight both the importance of addressing risks early and the use of architecture to address risks. The (R)UP advocates working on architecturally relevant requirements first, in early iterations.

Barry Boehm and Richard Turner discuss risk and agile processes [4] and the summary of their judgment is, “The essence of using risk to balance agility and discipline is to apply one simple question to nearly every facet of process within a project: Is it riskier for me to apply (more of) this process component or to refrain from applying it?”

The Risk-Driven Model is similar to global analysis as described by Christine Hofmeister, Robert Nord and Dilip Soni [5]. The intention of global analysis is not to optimize the amount of effort spent on architecture, but rather to ensure that all factors have been investigated.

This article is excerpted from a chapter in the book Just Enough Software Architecture: A Risk-Driven Approach and the full chapter is available for download [6]. It additionally discusses engineering versus management risks, and details on application of the Risk-Driven Model to various software development processes.

First, sometimes you have a problem to find while other times you have a problem to prove, and your technique choice should match that need. Second, some problems can be solved with an analogic model while others require an analytic model, so you will need to differentiate these kinds of models. And third, some techniques have affinities, like pounding is suitable for nails and twisting is suitable for screws.

**Problems to Find and Prove**

In his book How to Solve It, George Polya identifies two distinct kinds of math problems: problems to find and problems to prove [7]. The problem, “Is there a number that when squared equals 4?” is a problem to find, and you can test your proposed answer easily. On the other hand, “Is the set of prime numbers infinite?” is a problem to prove. Finding things tends to be easier than proving things because for proof, you need to demonstrate something is true in all possible cases.

When searching for a technique to address a risk, you can often eliminate many possible techniques because they answer the wrong kind of Polya question. Some risks are specific, so they can be tested with straightforward test cases. It is easy to imagine writing a test case for “Can the database hold names up to 100 characters?” since it is a problem to find. Similarly, you may need to design a scalable website. This is also a problem to find because you only need to design (i.e., find) one solution, not demonstrate that your design is optimal.

Conversely, it is hard to imagine a small set of test cases providing persuasive evidence when you have a problem to prove. Consider, “Does the system always conform to the framework Application Programming Interface?” Your tests could succeed, but there could be a case you have not yet seen, perhaps when a framework call unexpectedly passes a null reference. Another example of a problem to prove is deadlock: Any number of tests can run successfully without revealing a problem in a locking protocol.

**Analytic and Analogic Models**

Michael Jackson, crediting Russell Ackoff, distinguishes between analogic models and analytic models [8]. In an analytic model, each model element has an analogue in the domain of interest. A radar screen is an analogic model of some terrain, where blips on the screen correspond to airplanes—the blip and the airplane are analogues.

Analogic models support analysis only indirectly, and usually domain knowledge or human reasoning are required. A radar screen can help you answer the question, “Are these planes on a collision course?” but to do so you are using your special purpose brainpower in the same way that an outfielder can tell if he is in position to catch a fly ball.

An analytic model, by contrast, directly supports computational analysis. Mathematical equations are examples of analytic models, as are state machines. You could imagine an analytic model of the airplanes where each is represented by a vector. Mathematics provides an analytic capability to relate the vectors, so you could quantitatively answer questions about collision courses.
When you model software, you invariably use symbols, whether they are Unified Modeling Language (UML) elements or some other notation. You must be careful because some of those symbolic models support analytic reasoning while others support analogic reasoning, even when they use the same notation. For example, two different UML models could represent airplanes as classes, one with and one without an attribute for the airplane’s vector. The UML model with the vector enables you to compute a collision course, so it is an analytic model. The UML model without the vector does not, so it is an analogic model. So simply using a defined notation, like UML, does not guarantee that your models will be analytic. Architecture Description Languages are more constrained than UML, with the intention of nudging your architecture models to be analytic ones.

When you know what risks you want to mitigate, you can appropriately choose an analytic or analogic model. For example, if you are concerned that your engineers may not understand the relationships between domain entities, you may build an analogic model in UML and confirm it with domain experts. Conversely, if you need to calculate response time distributions, then you will want an analytic model.

**Techniques With Affinities**

In the physical world, tools are designed for a purpose: hammers are for pounding nails, screwdrivers are for turning screws and saws are for cutting. You may sometimes hammer a screw, or use a screwdriver as a pry bar, but the results are better when you use the tool that matches the job.

In software architecture, some techniques only go with particular risks because they were designed that way and it is difficult to use them for another purpose. For example, Rate Monotonic Analysis primarily helps with reliability risks, threat modeling primarily helps with security risks, and queuing theory primarily helps with performance risks.

**Conclusion**

This article introduces the Risk-Driven Model that encourages developers to: (1) prioritize the risks they face, (2) choose appropriate architecture techniques to mitigate those risks, and (3) re-evaluate remaining risks. It encourages just enough software architecture by guiding developers to a prioritized subset of architecture activities. Design can happen up-front but it also happens during a project. Low-risk projects can succeed without any planned architecture work, while many high-risk projects would fail without it.

The Risk-Driven Model walks a middle path that avoids the extremes of complete architecture documentation packages and complete architecture avoidance. It follows the principle that your architecture efforts should be commensurate with the risk of failure. The key element of the Risk-Driven Model is the promotion of risk to prominence. Each project will have a different set of risks, so each will need a different set of techniques. To avoid wasting your time and money, you should choose architecture techniques that best reduce your prioritized list of risks.
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Enabling Agility Through Architecture
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Abstract: Industry and government stakeholders continue to demand increasingly rapid innovation and the ability to adjust products and systems to emerging needs. Amongst all the enthusiasm for using Agile practices to meet these needs, the critical role of the underlying architecture is often overlooked.

Time frames for new feature releases continue to shorten, as exemplified by Z. Lemnios, Director of Defense Research and Engineering:

“Get me an 80% solution NOW rather than a 100% solution two years from now and help me innovate in the field” [1].

To meet these demands, government and government contractors are now looking closely into the adoption of agile practices [2] [3].

End users demand Enhancement Agility, the ability to keep adjusting the product to emerging needs through the addition of new features. Existing approaches to achieving Enhancement Agility vary, depending upon the lifecycle under which the product or system is being developed. Under the Waterfall paradigm of software development, an extensive requirements phase is conducted to anticipate needs for both the initial and subsequent releases of the product or system being developed. Following the requirements phase, an architecture phase is conducted to develop a comprehensive underlying technical infrastructure. Within the Waterfall model, once the architecture is implemented, Enhancement Agility can be achieved, provided that the emergent user needs fit within the boundaries anticipated during the requirements phase.

However, taking the Waterfall approach presents two potential problems. First, when working in a new, unknown emergent problem space, building an architectural platform that reliably anticipates all future needs is an extremely difficult undertaking. Secondly, under the Waterfall paradigm, considerable effort and expense is incurred before any actual value is achieved (i.e., before any features are delivered to the user).

In contrast to Waterfall methodologies, Agile software development methods focus on delivering observable benefits to the end users through working software, early and often. A backlog of functional “user stories” is created. These stories are prioritized by end users and/or the product owner, acting as the user advocate. Development teams draw stories from the backlog and implement them in accordance with an end-user prioritization scheme. The Agile community’s focus on continuous delivery of user-valued stories is another means of achieving Enhancement Agility. However, this approach also has its shortfalls, stemming mainly from an inadequate focus on dependency analysis.

Individual stories cannot be regarded in isolation. Stories have dependencies on other stories. In Software by Numbers, Denne and Cleland-Huang use the term “greedy algorithm” to refer to a prioritization scheme which focuses strictly on implementing the story with the highest immediate value [4]. They point out that, at times, higher-value stories may depend upon (i.e., require prior implementation of) lower value stories. Thus, truly optimizing value to the user requires teams to look ahead and anticipate future needs.

Similarly, stories have dependencies upon the architectural elements of the system. These dependencies exist regardless of domain stability or technical maturity. They exist regardless of whether the system is in its initial development stages or has been deployed and has been in the field for several years. The ability to identify and analyze architectural dependencies and incorporate dependency awareness into a responsive development model exemplifies the notion of Architectural Agility. It is our thesis that without Architectural Agility, Enhancement Agility cannot be reliably sustained.

Architectural Agility and Release Planning

Architectural Agility addresses shortcomings that occur within both the Waterfall and the Agile lifecycle models. Architectural Agility allows architectural development to follow a “just-in-time” model. Delivery of customer-facing features is not delayed pending the completion of exhaustive requirements and design activities and reviews. At the same time, Architectural Agility maintains a steady and consistent focus on continuing architectural evolution in support of emerging customer-facing features. It avoids the pitfalls of a myopic focus on user stories, which over time can lead to increased complexity and “tortured” implementation choices as develop-
ers seek to incorporate features that the architecture was not designed to support. Proceeding under the latter paradigm leads to the all-too-familiar situation in which features gradually take longer and longer to implement, the code becomes more and more buggy, and eventually management is informed that the system must be scrapped and rewritten “from scratch.”

Our mantra for Architectural Agility is “informed anticipation.” The architecture should not over-anticipate emergent needs, delaying delivery of user value and risking development of overly complex and unneeded architectural constructs. At the same time, it should not under-anticipate future needs, risking feature development in the absence of architectural guidance and support. Architectural Agility requires “just enough” anticipation. To achieve the quality of being “just enough,” architectural anticipation must be “informed.” Dependency analysis, real options analysis and technical debt management are the tools through which “informed anticipation” can be achieved. The remainder of this article will illustrate the application of these techniques through the practice of release planning.

Figure 1 shows a release planning board that represents the typical heuristics used within the Agile community for release planning. Desired stakeholder capabilities are represented as “user stories.” These user stories are allocated to iterations in order of their priority to the end user.

Figure 2 shows an enhanced release planning board that incorporates planning for development of the underlying software architecture. In addition to selecting stories to be developed within each iteration, the team identifies the architectural elements that must be implemented to support them. This version of the release planning board also incorporates a “technical research” activity, recognizing that architectural development frequently requires investigation and analysis of alternate approaches. Finally, the term “capabilities” has been used in place of “user stories,” reflecting a need to consider non-functional, quality attribute requirements, as well as the need to incorporate requirements across a broad range of stakeholders.

As an example, consider the Apps for the Army initiative [5]. The ability to add new and innovative apps quickly and easily exemplifies the concept of Enhancement Agility. However, Architectural Agility is required to supply the underlying technical infrastructure to support the app-based development model. The app-based development model includes a developer framework and run-time infrastructure that are part of the notion of an app store.

A conceptual architecture for an app store is illustrated in Figure 3. This conceptual architecture describes the essential high-level architectural elements such as content management, service management, data access, security and a range of external target devices that can access/manipulate the apps. Using an agile approach of starting small and growing the system, the team selects capabilities that support a small number of predetermined apps in the early iterations. This requires identifying those architectural elements within the business logic, data access, and service management com-

---

**Figure 1: Agile iteration planning – focus on User Stories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Stories</th>
<th>Iteration 1</th>
<th>Iteration 2</th>
<th>Iteration 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Architectural elements in agile iteration planning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Iteration 1</th>
<th>Iteration 2</th>
<th>Iteration 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architectural Elements &amp; Technical Research</th>
<th>Iteration 1</th>
<th>Iteration 2</th>
<th>Iteration 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ponents that support these capabilities. In later iterations, the team expects to focus on scaling the system in the number of apps and users, enhancing security, and allowing users to contribute their own apps. Architectural elements within the security, content management, and publishing components need to be scrutinized to see which are needed to support these additional capabilities.

Implementing this type of planning heuristic requires the ability to do dynamic dependency management in a manner that is both rigorous and responsive. Dependencies between capabilities and architectural elements need to be identified for each iteration in order to prioritize and schedule work within a release.

**Architecture Dependency Management**

Dependency management has been studied extensively at the level of code artifacts. Applying dependency management at the architecture level is beginning to show promising results due to increasingly effective tool support. These metrics can be extracted from the architecture, represented in the form of a Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM). The DSM is a compact representation which lists all constituent subsystems/activities and the corresponding information exchange and dependency patterns. Domain Mapping Matrices (DMMs) augment DSM analyses and can be used to represent the dependencies between capabilities and architectural elements.

Returning to the example, dependency analysis for the app store must consider dependencies between capabilities and architectural elements.
as well as dependencies between architectural elements and capabilities. These dependencies are identified in the matrix in Figure 3. The capabilities portion of this matrix is an example of a DSM. An X mark indicates that the capability in the row provides information to the capability in the column. Reading across the row labeled “App catalog management,” it is clear that all other capabilities depend on it. The architectural elements portion of the matrix is an example of a DMM. A marked cell indicates that the architectural element in the row implements an aspect of the capability represented in the column. Reading down the column labeled “App catalog management,” it becomes clear that the App catalog management capability depends on almost all of the architectural elements. Having this kind of view can be essential in focusing the iterations within releases.

Metrics associated with dependency also provide data for inferring the likely costs of change propagation, especially when dependencies between architectural elements are also considered (not shown in Figure 3). One such example is discussed in Carriere et al where the value of re-architecting decisions needed to be understood to determine if the expense to implement them was justified [6].

Architecture Heuristics Focused on Value: Real Options Analysis and Technical Debt Management

For effective Architectural Agility, dependencies between capabilities and architectural elements need to be identified not only to fulfill the current release, but to plan for future releases as well (Figure 4). Informed anticipation requires incorporating architecture heuristics focused on value into the planning model. Real options analysis and technical debt management offer potential models to make an informed choice and find the right balance of agility, innovation, and speed on the one hand, and governance, flexibility, and planning for future needs on the other.

This additional set of considerations adds a new dimension to the release planning board. This added dimension allows the identification of architectural constructs that, while not required for the current release, should potentially be incorporated into the current release in anticipation of future stakeholder goals.

As an example, the initial number of deployed apps is expected to be small, so capabilities such as scalability could be deferred and assigned to a future release. However, it is also true that by setting up an app store scalability infrastructure—that is, buying the option of scaling up—you can reduce your technical debt down the road. By choosing to take a short-cut—not buying the option—you incur possible technical debt.

The question of how to optimally allocate architectural elements that deal with scalability to releases can benefit from applying real options analysis. Real options analysis is a financial analysis model to help determine whether some upfront cost should be spent (buying the option) to have the right, but not the obligation, to take an action in the future (exercising the option). The real options analysis method applies the financial options theory to quantify the value of flexibility in real assets and business decisions to determine the value of such delayed decision making. And both common sense and the theory demonstrate that the higher the uncertainty, the more it makes sense to wait to act and defer the decisions. From this perspective, the agile community has used the concept of real options in separating concerns that have immediacy and those that can possibly wait.

In agile release planning, real options analysis is a way to look at the allocation of architectural elements to releases based on their dependencies from the perspective of future value [7]. In architecture terms, taking an option could be applying an architecture pattern, providing a well-structured modular design that supports Enhancement Agility. Real options analysis can be informed and complemented by a consideration of technical debt.

The technical debt metaphor [8] highlights that doing things the quick and dirty way for short-term benefit sets us up with a technical debt. Like a financial debt, the technical debt incurs interest payments, which come in the form of the extra effort that we have to do in future development because of suboptimal design choices. We can choose to continue paying the interest, or we can pay down the principal by refactoring and improving the design. Although it costs to pay down the principal, we gain by reduced interest payments in the future.

Agile development methods aim to manage technical debt through refactoring practices. Refactoring is restructuring an existing body of code, altering its internal structure without changing its external behavior. However, when significant architectural change is needed, such small, local refactoring efforts cannot compensate for the lack of an architecture that is necessary to guide the architect in achieving the goals of the system. In this case, lack of Architecture Agility starts compromising Enhancement Agility.
Informed Anticipation Guiding Agile Release Planning

Unifying the concepts of technical debt, real options, and uncertainty management is a common focus on the question “Should I take a certain action today in anticipation of increased benefit and reduced cost in the future?” Taking the correct action today provides an option which can be acted upon in the future. This is where the agile mindset and architecture reasoning tend to diverge. Agile projects focus on stories that are needed in the current release and rely on code-level refactoring to incorporate future stories. However, relying only on code-level refactoring often does not suffice, especially in large-scale development.

Spending some time architecting can provide better options in many large-scale development contexts that struggle with applying agile techniques. The cost and benefit tradeoff is often misrepresented as a choice between “do nothing” and “spend a lot of time on something you may not need.” The concrete benefit of having real options requires the tradeoff to be made between “do nothing, possibly suffer a lot later” and “do just a little, suffer less later.”

Identifying architectural elements that enable future stakeholder goals requires mapping options to releases across the lifespan of the system. A real option often requires some portion of the system to be developed today to enable future development at ease. Understanding which release that option needs to be allocated to and how its cost will be paid during that release are key to success. The release planning board provides a visual means to monitor such elements throughout the releases. Although lower in cost, options are not without expense, so there should not be too many. But cost is not the only issue, so a large-scale project without any options should be viewed with a critical eye. Ideally, the decision to develop an option should be justified by the desire to mitigate the risk of an uncertain future.

Identifying dependencies within a given release also requires understanding the deliberate shortcuts taken to achieve the high-priority functionality. These shortcuts (technical debt) need to be revisited at each iteration. Monitoring these decisions is the first step to realizing the good enough, but cost effective solution today without endangering the needed full solution tomorrow. Once identified, the decision can be made at appropriate times to emphasize more architecting and paying off the debt as opposed to adding new features.

Looking back at the conceptual architecture shown in Figure 3, even at this level, several decisions can be made by taking advantage of dependency analysis in relationship to real options and technical debt concepts. The App catalog management capability describes the feature allowing users to author and add apps to the app store. The matrix shows that the Self-publishing component has a role in implementing this feature. Depending on the cost and value of early delivery versus the level of control, two approaches are available. In a quick delivery approach, rather than implement the full functionality in a separate Self-publishing component, initially a subset could be implemented in the Store administration component that has been selected for implementation in an early release for other reasons. Administrator users have full access to this component through the Sales management capability. This approach would depend on the administrator to ensure that only authorized and well-behaved apps are published, but since this approach limits exposure of the infrastructure and is simpler to implement, it could be deployed quicker. In conjunction with this approach, preparing for the future release and creating the infrastructure for self-publishing can be an option for future investment. When the time comes, the infrastructure could be self enabled, increasing the innovation of apps by allowing users to submit their own without external controls.

Technical debt is most often associated at the level of detailed design and code artifacts and tool support is beginning to show promise [9]. An analog for monitoring and managing technical debt in the architecture would provide analyses earlier in the development cycle for keeping the project on track. Some of these measures exist and can be used today. For example, Hinsman from L.L. Bean [10] used a tool to analyze and monitor architecture violations based on dependency analysis in an ongoing effort to evolve and improve its architecture. Once the architecture was restructured, the process was modified to support agility through keeping the architectural elements visible so that they could be explicitly managed.

Key Take-Aways

A focus on architecture is not in opposition to Agile values and principles. In fact, ongoing sustainable achievement of Enhancement Agility is only possible when coupled with Architectural Agility. To achieve Architectural Agility, the Agile community must first expand its focus on end user stories and address the broader topic of capabilities, including quality attribute requirements and a diverse range of stakeholders. The use of dependency analysis practices can be used to facilitate a “just-in-time” approach to building out the architectural infrastructure. Real options and technical debt heuristics can be used to optimize architectural investment decisions by analyzing uncertainty and tradeoffs between incurred cost and anticipated value.
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The Chief Software Architect in U.S. Army Acquisition

Stephen Blanchette, Jr. and John Bergey
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Abstract: The U.S. Army is aggressively pursuing software architecture practices as a means of reducing risk in its acquisition programs. Central to this strategy is creating an appropriately skilled workforce capable of overseeing software development activities in its innovative programs. The latest development in the Army’s long-standing pursuit of improving the software talents of its acquisition force is the establishment of Chief Software Architects in its program executive offices. This article discusses this latest demonstration of the Army’s commitment to adopting an architecture-centric acquisition approach and its focus on developing the software architecture skills of its acquisition workforce.

In May of 2009, Lieutenant General Ross Thompson, then the Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for acquisition, logistics and technology (ASA[ALT]), issued a memorandum directing each Program Executive Office (PEO) to designate a Chief Software Architect (CSWA). The directive was another step in the Army’s aggressive efforts to instill architecture-centric practices across its acquisition programs. Since late 2002, the ASA[ALT] has been working with the Carnegie Mellon® Software Engineering Institute (SEI)—a federally funded research and development center—in a strategic partnership known as the Army Strategic Software Improvement Program (ASSIP). The aim of this partnership is to improve the Army’s ability to acquire software-reliant systems (Figure 1)—i.e., systems whose behavior (e.g., functionality, performance, safety, security, interoperability, and so forth) is highly dependent on software in some significant way. Through this partnership, the Army is enhancing its ability to be a “smart buyer” of software-reliant systems.

Figure 1: A typical software-reliant system: the M1 Abrams tank relies on software for navigation, targeting, precision fires, and more.

Early ASSIP investigations into Army acquisition programs indicated, among other things, that while software-architecture practices were deemed important for software-reliant systems programs, the methods and skills to carry out those practices were perceived to be inadequate. Hence, the ASSIP formulated an initiative to raise the organic capabilities of the Army acquisition workforce in the area of architecture-centric software development. This article discusses the Army’s software architecture initiative and examines the human factor behind the technology: the Chief Software Architect.

The Importance of Software Architecture

When viewed in terms of program impact, the reason for focusing on software architecture becomes obvious. Experience confirms that the quality and longevity of a software-reliant system is largely determined by its architecture. The software architecture underpins a system’s software design and code; it represents the earliest design decisions, ones that are difficult and costly to change later [1]. Further, the software architecture supports, or impedes, the desired system qualities that are manifest in the software, so getting the architecture “right” has enormous implications both for the software and for the parent system that is reliant upon that software to deliver any part of its functionality. The right software architecture will facilitate user acceptance of a system; the wrong one will do quite the opposite. As confirmed by a number of studies in the last decade [2, 3, 4, 5], sound software architectural practices are essential to successful software-reliant systems programs.

However, history has shown that the linkage between software architecture practices and successful acquisition of software-reliant systems has not been sufficient motivation to incorporate such practices in acquisition programs. According to a 2009 NASA study on flight software complexity, “Good software architecture is the most important defense against incidental complexity in software designs, but good architecting skills are not common” [6]. Indeed, reports repeatedly cite poor architectural practices and a general lack of understanding of the need for software architecture as a source of acquisition program difficulties [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

Thus, while an architecture-centric development approach is an acknowledged good practice in software-reliant systems programs, it is rarely executed effectively or rigorously.
The ASSIP Software Architecture Initiative

Recognizing that software architecture is still one of the key technical challenge areas facing its Project Management Offices (PMOs), the Army devoted a significant part of its ASSIP resources to address the problem by creating a software architecture initiative. Initially, a training component formed the core of the initiative.

The SEI already had available a formal training curriculum for software architecture, and the ASSIP elected to use it as the basis of the software architecture initiative’s training element. The curriculum consists of six courses:

- Software Architecture: Principles and Practices
- Documenting Software Architectures
- Software Architecture Design and Analysis
- Software Product Lines
- SEI Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method® (ATAM®) Evaluator Training
- ATAM Leader Training

The SEI delivered the curriculum at the Army Software Engineering Centers (SECs) using the same materials and instructors as in its publicly offered classes. The SECs provided the most central location for many participants since most of the Army’s PMOs are located in close proximity to one of the SECs. Students who completed the prescribed course sequences earned certificates just as if they had attended the regular public offerings.

The training program enjoyed strong participation, a good indication of both need and interest within the Army acquisition community. In fact, demand exceeded expectations and forced the waving of class size restrictions in a few instances. Additionally, participation was broad, with representation from all 11 PEOs and all of the Army’s software centers. Well over 500 Army technical professionals have attended at least part of the curriculum, with more than 25% having earned at least one certificate. Figure 2 summarizes these results.

In addition to training practitioners, the ASSIP builds awareness at higher levels: A rotating list of Army senior leaders, personally invited by the MILDEP, gain exposure to software architecture and other important software engineering concepts three times a year during the ASSIP senior leader education program.

Beyond training, the ASSIP software architecture initiative grew to include a skill-building component. The initiative sponsored several ATAM-based software architecture evaluations, with the proviso that trained Army evaluators would participate as evaluation team members. (Projects that had not yet developed a software architecture conducted Quality Attribute Workshops, or QAWs, usually as a precursor to an ATAM evaluation.) Table 1 shows the projects that have participated to date. The evaluations allowed trained Army personnel to practice their skills and also introduced architecture-centric practices across a variety of Army projects.
Table 1: Projects Employing Architecture-Centric Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Army Project (in alphabetical order)</th>
<th>ATAM</th>
<th>QAW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Common Sensor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Battle Command System</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Post of the Future</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Avionics Architecture System</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Common Ground Station – Army</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force XXI Command Brigade-and-Below</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Combat Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Fired Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Tactical Common Operational Picture Workstation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manned/Unmanned Common Architecture Program</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Operations Data Product Development Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Semi-Automated Forces</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequoyah</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfighter Information Network – Tactical</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to a recent study, these architecture-centric practices have had a positive impact [12]. As shown in Figure 3, most projects reported significant improvement in their architecturally significant artifacts (including system quality attributes, software architectures themselves, and architecture-related risks). The architecture teams achieved an understanding of stakeholder expectations and the implications of architectural decisions on user needs [12]. Additionally, almost all projects experienced very substantial or significant improvement in stakeholder communication (see Figure 4). Stakeholders, collectively, achieved a common understanding of the systems under development, which increased the likelihood that those systems would address expectations and user needs (and, consequently, improved the chances for program success) [12].

The Role of the Army’s CSWAs

Having trained a cadre of acquisition professionals capable of implementing architecture-centric practices, the next step for the Army was to begin the institutionalization of software architecture practices throughout its acquisition offices. LTG Thompson decided that the best way to accomplish that goal was to establish Chief Software Architects in the program executive offices. Each PEO has oversight responsibility for a domain of related projects and products:

- PEO Ammunition (Ammo)
- PEO Aviation (AVN)
- Joint PEO Chemical and Biological Defense (CBD)
- PEO Combat Support and Combat Service Support (CS&CSS)
- PEO Command Control and Communications – Tactical (C3T)
- PEO Enterprise Information Systems (EIS)
- PEO Ground Combat Systems (GCS)
- PEO Integration
- PEO Intelligence, Electronic Warfare and Sensors (IEW&S)
- PEO Missile and Space (MS)
- PEO Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation (STRI)
- PEO Soldier

Each CSWA is responsible for providing guidance for software issues across a PEO’s portfolio of programs. The scope of responsibility is broad; the CSWAs are accountable for oversight and management of all software being developed or acquired within their respective PEOs. Consequently, the position requires strong software competence and pertinent training. Particularly notable in the CSWA directive is the specific requirement for training. The intent is that the position is not just another task in someone’s job jar; the CSWAs are expected to possess or obtain skills relevant to the position. Each CSWA must complete training equivalent to the SEI course series for Software Architecture Professionals. A subset of the architecture curriculum, the Software Architecture Professional series consists of a foundational course in software architecture principles and practices (including a compulsory competency examination), as well as in-depth courses covering essential concepts for effectively designing and analyzing software architectures, effective documentation methods, and an introduction to software product line concepts. These are advanced topics; the coursework assumes attendees already are practicing software professionals with responsibility for designing, developing, or managing the construction of software-reliant systems.
In August 2009, the CSWAs met together for the first time during an ASSIP Action Group meeting. There, they fleshed out their collective responsibilities in more detail. They identified their primary task as providing support to project managers (PMs) with their software processes, including monitoring software architecture development from initial design decisions throughout the acquisition life cycle in order to identify and mitigate software risks, linking architectural components to mission drivers, and focusing on stakeholder requirements. The CSWAs will help ensure every PM has an appropriately documented software architecture and will help to evaluate how well individual systems meet the appropriate quality attributes. Beyond the architecture, the CSWAs will assess and evaluate software cost estimates in a system life cycle context for portfolio programs as well as review and endorse system engineering plans with their respective Chief System Engineers to ensure those plans leverage appropriate standards and appropriate architecture-centric practices.

A second task for the CSWAs is to establish the necessary infrastructures within their PEOs to support software objectives, including issuing guidance to the PMs on software architecture requirements, identifying and enforcing any PEO-specific system quality attributes that will be implemented in software, and providing guidance for software architecture design and reviews to ensure consistent implementation of best practices.

The CSWAs’ third task is to decide the best ways to leverage software architecture to mitigate program risks, especially with regard to analysis in response to integration and interoperability challenges. In particular, they will ensure development of software architectures in a system of systems context to address the interoperability requirements that are becoming more common across all Army systems.

Lastly, the CSWAs will participate in the ASSIP and other Army-wide communities of interest to exploit opportunities for commonality across the PEO portfolios.

**Way Ahead**

The Office of the DoD Chief Information Officer issued a white paper [13] on a competency framework for the DoD Architect that noted three root causes for shortcomings in architecture practices across the DoD:

\[ \text{Inability to leverage the benefits of an architecture due to inadequate training on the part of stakeholders} \]
\[ \text{or inadequate communication on the part of architects} \]
\[ \text{Lack of incentives to encourage the professional growth of architects in the DoD} \]
\[ \text{Lack of visibility into the existence or value of architecture training} \]

All the services have made some strides with respect to system-level architecture (the Navy’s Open Architecture initiative, for example, instituted relevant policy supported by a model and a corresponding tool [14]). However, through the ASSIP and the CSWAs, the Army has leapt ahead with a comprehensive strategy for software architecture that addresses not just technical issues but also these non-technical aspects, which are essential to institutionalization and achieving maximum benefit from software architecture practices. The goal now is to help ensure that the new Army CSWAs are positioned for success. To that end, the FY10 ASSIP plan focuses on supporting them with continued training and awareness opportunities as well as technical assistance.
In working with the CSWAs to develop execution plans, one non-technical theme recurs: How can a CSWA direct and influence within organizational constraints? Since the CSWAs exercise no direct authority over the projects within their respective PEO portfolios, the question is a crucial one. As a solution, most CSWAs are taking a relationship-building approach, teaming with PMO software architects and engineers to work on problems collaboratively. In so doing, they will be able to leverage early adopters of software architecture practices to achieve initial successes and build publicity within their organizations. In addition, some CSWAs are seeking formal endorsement from their PEOs or Chief System Engineers as a means of putting more weight behind their objectives.

From a technical perspective, feedback from the CSWAs indicated some challenges. One challenge is using software architecture to help understand, validate, and improve software cost estimation. Intuitively, a better understanding of a software architecture should lead to a better understanding of the software to be built, which in turn should lead to a better estimate of software cost. However, CSWAs need tools and methods to formalize the relationship between architecture and cost estimation. Another challenge is developing a standard means of determining appropriate technology readiness levels (TRLs) for software, and determining which phases of the acquisition lifecycle require which software TRLs.

Overall, the positioning of the CSWAs at the PEO level is advantageous in that it enables them to take a portfolio perspective on such important issues, as well as on architecture sub-specialties such as data architecture and security architecture, instead of developing solutions project by project. Data and security architectures, particularly, are vital for implementing robust and reliable networked solutions for the warfighter, and such solutions are becoming increasingly commonplace. Further, and perhaps more importantly, the CSWAs are able to collaborate with each other through the ASSIP forum to address these software architecture matters at the system of systems level, which will facilitate the development of truly interoperable capabilities for a modernized Army and for joint and coalition forces.

Summary

The creation of a Chief Software Architect role in each PEO has been a significant step in the Army’s efforts to institutionalize architecture-centric practices in its software-reliant system acquisition programs. Through the ASSIP, the Army has focused on developing the software architecture skills of its acquisition workforce and building awareness of architecture-centric practices among its leadership. The CSWAs can leverage the cadre of software architecture professionals and qualified ATAM evaluators to realize the benefits of architecture-centric practices across the Army’s acquisition projects and set the standard for improvement across the DoD.

The ASSIP continues to support the CSWAs as they work to establish and champion architecture-centric practices within their PEOs.
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NOTES

2. Interested readers will find additional information about the SEI software architecture curriculum on the SEI website: <http://www.sei.cmu.edu/training/find/architecture.cfm>.
3. Three certificates, Software Architecture Professional, ATAM Evaluator, and ATAM Lead Evaluator, are available to students who complete the required courses. Beginning in 2009, individuals seeking one of these certificates were required to pass a validation exam in addition to completing the coursework.
4. Data for PEO Missiles and Space include its predecessor organizations PEO Tactical Missiles and PEO Air Space and Missile Defense; PEO Integration, created in mid-2009, is not represented in the data.
5. PEOs and software centers are shown in random order.
6. In addition to Army personnel, 62 representatives from other services and support contractors have been trained through the conclusion of FY09.
7. In addition to the Army PEOs noted in the list, the Joint PEO for the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS), currently transitioning from the Navy to the Army, also will participate.
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**Introduction**

SOA is becoming increasingly important to, and entrenched in, the DoD and IC for military and intelligence operations, including initiatives such as Net-Centric Enterprise Services (NCES). While SOA includes services and support for security, such as access control, these initiatives have largely concentrated only on providing security within domains, not across them. Simultaneously, CDS have begun to handle the growing requirement to service the need to share information critical to military operations, disaster response, national intelligence, and other situations, carefully balancing the need to share with the traditional need to protect sensitive or classified information within and across domains.

Discovery services play an important role in single domain SOAs because of the dynamic nature of a service environment. As services become available, change, or get removed, applications need to have up-to-date information about the definition of available services. Management of static depictions of these environments becomes difficult, both within and across domains, particularly as the number of services increases. This motivates a requirement for discovery services across domains that is currently unmet by existing service discovery solutions, which only work within domains.

Discovery itself is a simple process, as shown in Fig. 1. A service registers itself with the service discovery service that is part of an existing service environment. Next, a client (shown on the left) performs lookup requests on the service discovery service to find newly registered services. Once the client has found a suitable service, it proceeds to invoke that service through a specific invocation mechanism.

**Abstract:** As both the DoD and the Intelligence Community (IC) are moving toward service-oriented architecture (SOA), it is important to ensure that SOA-based systems can operate and exchange classified information across domain boundaries in support of net-centric missions. The interplay between SOA and cross domain solutions (CDS) raises a number of challenges that are grounded in the inherent mismatch between core SOA principles, such as loose coupling, composability, and discoverability, and current CDS technologies and certification and accreditation processes in use today. The Cross Domain Discovery Service (XDDS) described in this paper provides an architecture and design for extending service discovery, a core SOA functionality, across domain boundaries. The resulting services and protocols provide access to service information across security domains in a secure, guard-agnostic, scalable, and flexible way that is amenable to certification and accreditation (C&A).

**DoD-Centric Use Case**

Current support for net-centric operations is based on isolated deployments of relevant services in individual domains. Fig. 2 illustrates a NIPRNet and SIPRNet deployment of the DISA NCES service discovery service, which provides the ability to register services (in step 1), lookup services...
We created an extensible and flexible architecture for cross domain service discovery and implemented versions of the following components shown in Fig. 3.

**XDDS Architecture**

A Local Discovery Agent (LDA) in each domain transparently intercepts lookup and registration requests within domains and handles routing requests across domains for performing local discovery, e.g., using Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI). The LDAs enable transparent discovery across domain boundaries without requiring code changes to existing discovery services or clients.

The XDDS message protocol, through which LDAs interact with one another, is based on two simple generalized communication models, namely referral- and replication-based discovery, and accommodates requirements on message exchanges in cross domain environments, such as restricted XML schemas. Our protocol can encapsulate a large number of variant discovery protocols without significant changes, minimizing the impact of changes on C&A.

The Global Discovery Service (GDS) is an extended LDA component that facilitates scalability by introducing hierarchy through which any number of LDAs can interact. The GDS maintains information about the domains and how they can reach one another, enforces policies on cross domain interactions, facilitates proper authentication, and supports anonymization of domains.

The Guard Technology Platform (GTP) is a generic interface to existing guards supporting the examination of cross domain flows represented with the XDDS protocol. Using the GTP abstraction during development allows XDDS to remain independent of specific guard and CDS implementations.

Fig. 4 shows the XDDS architecture in more detail. The LDA is strategically placed between the local service substrate on the left, e.g., an ESB, and the guard, which is located closest to the cross domain boundary on the right. Interfaces of the LDA to other components can be categorized into inside-facing and outside-facing. While the inside-facing interfaces talk to existing services in the local domain through adapters, the outside-facing interface interacts with the local endpoint of the Guard Technology Platform within an existing CDS gateway such as the Collaboration Gateway [4] or the Web Service Gateway [5] of the Cross Domain Collaborative Information Environment [6].

For communicating with the local service substrate, the LDA instantiates service proxies and uses adapters for supporting a number of different protocols. In Phase I, we implemented proxies for the discovery and brokering and implemented adapters for UDDI v2 and HTTP.

For communication with other LDAs through the outside-facing interface, the LDA uses LDA service proxies. Since the Phase I prototype only involved two LDAs, we directly linked the LDA with the GTP endpoint through the Simple Object
Fig. 5. The GDS

Cross Domain Service Discovery In Action

To ensure feasibility of the XDDS architecture and design and construct a body of evidence for later C&A activities, we implemented a proof-of-concept prototype during Phase I based on the jUDDI open-source server [9]. We started by constructing a baseline scenario for intra-domain discovery of Web Services Description Language (WSDL)-described web services following the WSDL in UDDI OASIS recommendation [10]. We then proceeded to implement referral-based discovery across two domains. Key components of the prototype include an implementation of the XDDS protocol specification together with a set of configurable transformations on UDDI and WSDL documents necessary for cross domain discovery.

The set of transformations, implemented using XSLT, includes scripts to change service end point information, e.g., for making cross domain service calls via existing cross domain web service invocation substrates, as well as to restrict information sharing due to security restrictions, e.g., by redacting UDDI operator identities. The prototype allows flexible control over content and location of transformations applied to the message stream and also rejects messages that do not conform to expectations, e.g., by analyzing sequence numbers to prevent replay attacks.
Fig. 6 shows a visualization of the multi-step cross domain discovery process generated from live outputs and logs of participating components. The domain boundary is shown in the center and the GTP is represented through a dark gray box. LDA components are further divided into an intra-net resident LDA process, e.g., LDA A, and a process resident in a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), e.g., LDA A DMZ. The lookup client is represented by an oval on the left, while the UDDI server is represented by an orange box labeled “jUDDI B” on the right. Fig. 6 shows the sequence of XML message exchanges between various components during a UDDI find_tModel request together with key transformations on the resulting XDDS messages called out via T1 through T4.

**Certification and Accreditation of Different Configurations**

C&A of CDSs is of significant cost and solutions that do not account for the specifics of cross domain environments will face significant barriers during accreditation. This is even more true for service discovery due to a high degree of technology diversity and proliferation of evolving discovery standards. To address these issues, XDDS decouples existing discovery technologies found locally in a domain from the messages that cross the domain boundary.

The design of the Phase I prototype confines most of the complexity to the protocol adapter, specialized for UDDI in this case, and the discovery service proxy while allowing the LDA/GDS components to exchange a small set of core XDDS XML messages within a narrowly defined message format over the domain boundary (the right side of Fig. 7). Message exchanges across domain boundaries are represented via two generalized communication models, referral and replication (described in more detail later in this section), that cover a wide variety of discovery protocols through adapters.

**Fig. 7. Separation of LDA Components along Trust Boundaries**
The scope of C&A in this effort was to construct an initial body of evidence that can be used later as the basis for security arguments for a real C&A activity. The various design tradeoffs, use cases, and XML message exchanges and transformations shown through the proof-of-concept prototype all feed into construction of this body of evidence. In addition, we developed the design and proof-of-concept prototype to be consistent with a number of important community documents and standards.

**Functional Use Cases and Generalized Communication Models**

XDDS supports two basic discovery patterns: referral, where a client request is transferred from a local proxy to a discovery service instance holding the relevant service registration, and replication, where service registrations are copied to local discovery service instances to satisfy local discovery requests.

**Basic Discovery Interaction Patterns**

The Phase I proof-of-concept prototype supports referral-based discovery, in which the LDA components disseminate lookup requests and corresponding responses across domain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 8.

The sequence of events is as follows:

1) A service in Domain 2 makes a registration request with its local LDA 2. Service description information is only persisted locally.
2) A client in Domain 1 makes a lookup request with its local LDA 1.
3, 4) The LDA 1 forwards the request to LDA 2 in the other domain and receives the response back from LDA 2, which it in turn returns to the client. The transfer of cross domain requests and response is mediated by the GTP.

Fig. 9 depicts the replication-based discovery configuration, and the sequence of steps is as follows:

1) A service in Domain 2 makes a registration request with its local LDA 2.
2, 3) The LDA 2 makes a replication request through the GTP to an affiliated LDA in another domain. Transfer is mediated by the GTP.
4) The replication request is received by the affiliated LDA 1 and any local client requests are serviced by the LDA 1 local to the client C.

Note that a GDS (in its own domain) may be inserted into the communication path to reduce or eliminate the need for multiple point-to-point connections. XDDS provides mixed operations in which one LDA is configured to replicate registrations to the GDS, while another LDA uses referrals for lookup operations. In both configurations, XDDS carries all cross domain message exchanges over a generic discovery service protocol.

There are two key distinctions between the referral and replication models:

For referral, the information traverses the domain boundary at the time the lookup request is made by the recipient client. For replication, the information traverses the domain boundary at the time the service registration is performed.

In the referral model, the service description is not in the persistent storage of the discovery service element of the requesting domain. The replication model has a persistent copy of the discovery data in all replication domains.

The differences have important implications on security aspects of deployments. For example, it may be more appropriate to replicate service registrations from low to high domains. In this configuration, lookup requests performed in the high domain are handled locally, reducing the amount of risk for interference or covert channels.
**XDDS Protocol Specification**

The XDDS message protocol is an XML-based message specification that describes the syntax of messages passed between LDAs through the GTP. The protocol is consistent with open standards, e.g., XML, UDDI, Security Assertion Markup Language, WS-Security, XML Signature, and SOAP. The protocol represents XML message exchanges through two basic message forms—XDDS requests (example shown in Fig. 10) and XDDS responses. By default, all requests generate responses and generic acknowledgement responses are returned in error cases instead of error responses. Messages include control information, such as LDA identities used for routing purposes, classification markings, and message integrity and provenance trails that allow enforcement of integrity and anti-spoofing.

**Fig. 10. Example XDDS message**

```xml
<element xmlns="http://xmlns.org/xdds/"
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://xmlns.org/xdds/"
  schemaLocation="http://xmlns.org/xdds/schema/xdds.xsd">
  <requestIdentifier>QID:123456</requestIdentifier>
  <responseOnFailure>true</responseOnFailure>
  <parameters>
    <parameter name="param1" value="value1"/>
    <parameter name="param2" value="value2"/>
  </parameters>
</element>
```

To simplify messaging formats, the protocol uses the same message types during referral and replication modes and treats the replication request analogous to a query response in the referral mode. Furthermore, application specific discovery protocols, e.g., UDDI and HTTP, are encapsulated in the XDDS messages in restricted form, allowing the same XDDS message structure to be used with multiple application specific protocols.

The XDDS protocol allows expression of restrictions on message exchanges through both XML schema and XSLT restrictions. The schema restrictions include sanitization of the input stream through removal of non-printing characters and any characters outside the range 040 to 176. In addition, we use white space normalization and disallow any CDATA, Base64, or other similar binary encodings. The protocol handlers further restrict attribute values to enumeration constants or highly constrained value sets and disallow mixed element content. Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) restrictions are generated automatically from configuration data and tie allowable message exchanges to accredited cross domain flows. For instance, the XDDS protocol handlers use XSLT script to check message ordering and detect message replay scenarios.

**Summary and Next Steps**

The XDDS Phase I project was a successful research effort that produced significant improvements in technology in a short amount of time. The technology innovations and the XDDS prototype demonstrated in this project are foundational results enabling a necessary capability, previously unavailable, if SOA is to be realizable in DoD and Intelligence Community environments, namely the ability to discover and broker services across domain boundaries in a scalable, safe, and certifiable manner.

In summary, we designed a guard-agnostic architecture for cross domain service discovery based on the principles of modularity, interoperability, transparency, scalability, and security, and produced technical designs for its major components, namely the LDA, the GDS, and the XDDS protocol specification. In addition, we developed use cases involving generalized communication models, namely referral-based and replication-based discovery, advanced discovery capabilities, including hierarchical and anonymous discovery processes, and assured discovery capabilities through authentication and authorization, message protection through signatures, and traffic restrictions and normalization. Finally, we successfully demonstrated cross domain discovery via a proof-of-concept implementation of one specific configuration supported by the design.

Our plans for future work include expansion of the existing proof-of-concept capabilities by a) adding replication-based discovery and initial authentication, authorization, and service invocation capabilities, b) developing the first version of the GDS component to enable hierarchical discovery and enhance the replication and referral-based discovery capabilities to support message integrity and pedigree, and c) implementing anonymization and providing enhanced management and generation of variant configurations.
1. A Domain represents one or more computers under the same specific security policy.

2. A Cross Domain Solution is an approved trusted data flow implemented between two or more domains.

3. A DMZ is a physical or logical subnetwork that contains and exposes an organization’s external services to a larger untrusted network, e.g., the Internet.

4. The findTModel UDDI request is used to retrieve summary information about UDDI tModel elements describing a service.
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The Department of Homeland Security, Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, is seeking dynamic individuals to fill several positions in the areas of software assurance, information technology, network engineering, telecommunications, electrical engineering, program management and analysis, budget and finance, research and development, and public affairs. These positions are located in the Washington, DC metropolitan area.

To learn more about DHS’ Office of Cybersecurity and Communications and to find out how to apply for a position, please visit USAJOBS at www.usajobs.gov.
Service Incentive: Towards an SOA-Friendly Acquisition Process

James T. Hennig, U.S. Army RDECOM CERDEC C2D
Arlene F. Minkiewicz, PRICE Systems LLC

Abstract. Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) offers the DoD the promise of cost savings, data sharing, interoperability, and increasingly agile operations. As with all things that progress in society, there are obstacles. One of the challenges faced by the DoD involves molding current acquisition processes and cultures to be SOA friendly. This paper discusses these challenges and presents some thoughts on how they might be addressed.

Introduction

Metcalf’s Law tells us that the value of a telecommunications network is proportional to the square of the number of users of the system [1]. Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) capitalize on this phenomenon. Through a set of standard interfaces, services (i.e., software-based capabilities) are made available to any consumer willing to follow the structural and behavioral rules for consumption. The loose coupling provided by standard interfaces enables this plug-and-play capability. Taking advantage of such a notion promises great gains in efficiency for anyone looking to create interoperable, scalable applications that share information across boundaries.

According to Gartner, SOA will be used in more than 80% of mission-critical operational applications and business processes by the year 2010 [2]. Analysis of the literature indicates that the SOA vision leads to a belief of implementation efficiencies and cost savings of epic proportions. As the U.S. DoD moves forward with its vision of highly distributed net-centric capabilities in current and future DoD programs, it will be difficult to deploy, maintain, and evolve capabilities without the benefit that SOA brings to the table.

SOA offers the DoD the promise of cost savings, data sharing, interoperability and increasingly agile operations. But, as with all things that progress in society, there are obstacles. The DoD depends on outside contractors to develop much of its needed capabilities. These contracts may involve delivering a specific platform, such as a quantity of F-22s or F-35s, or they may require the delivery of a set of capabilities to satisfy one or many missions such as Future Combat Systems or Distributed Common Ground Systems. The contractors who deliver these capabilities are, not surprisingly, doing so for a profit. With this profit as a motivator, contractors will be unlikely to choose reusing a network-available capability when they can be paid to develop the solution themselves. Incentives are needed to make the existing capability a desirable option for the contractor.

In addition to technical challenges associated with deploying solutions that take advantage of service-oriented technology, there are cultural and organizational challenges that the DoD is likely to encounter. Contractors, who are being paid to deliver a solution or a capability to a specific customer, are unlikely to think beyond their contractual obligations. When developing a service, a contractor will be uninspired to think about the bigger picture, especially in situations where there is schedule pressure or cost containment issues (a frequent occurrence with many DoD software projects).

This paper describes Service Oriented Architecture and the potential value this technology could bring to the DoD. It then addresses the cultural and organizational aspects associated with getting quality SOA solutions within a contract development scenario. Finally, some suggestions are presented for establishing incentives to encourage SOA-friendly behavior within such a scenario.

What is a Service Oriented Architecture?

Service orientation is not a new concept. We are all providers and consumers of services. If I want power for my toaster, I put the plug into the wall socket and power flows. I require no knowledge of how the power gets from the wall socket into the toaster or what substation generates the power. As a service consumer, all I need is the correct interface (my plug) to get access to the electricity, and a Service Level Agreement with the service provider, in this case the electric company, which indicates my willingness to pay for the service. And throughout the U.S., anyone with that same interface and an agreement with their local electric company can get access to power in the same way.

In the context of software, a Service Oriented Architecture is a paradigm that offers software service providers the potential to share their software solutions with consumers using the same basic business model that utilities have used successfully for years. Service consumers are then able to reuse capabilities developed by others rather than having to develop that capability themselves. An SOA is an architectural
style that allows for distribution of capabilities that need not all be supplied or owned by the same organization or entity, with the same notion of transparency that utilities offer electric consumers. From the DoD's perspective, SOA offers the opportunity to create solutions that get the right information to the right places at the right time.

The Value of SOA

SOA results in two distinct categories of software: services (for example web services published in a global directory) that are published and made available by service providers, and software that consumes these services to create capabilities. These software services can be further characterized as either infrastructure services required by many software applications (such as security, messaging, and routing), or business services that are specific to business requirements or specific missions. Compare this to more traditional software paradigms where the business or mission-specific capabilities are closely meshed with software that supports the infrastructure of the application. Separating the infrastructure from the business rules makes it possible to respond quickly as business rules or mission requirements change. SOA creates an environment where the business drives IT requirements rather than being constrained by them.

By definition, SOA services are to be reusable. In an organization as large as the DoD, the existence of reusable services creates many opportunities to reduce redundancy and increase efficiency. From a mission effectiveness perspective, there are many areas where SOA could add value. SOA promises to increase interoperability within and among the services through discoverable standardized service contracts. Through reusable data services, information can be shared across the enterprise increasing dissemination and knowledge transfer. Readiness can be improved through efficiencies gained in information access. Additionally, widespread SOA throughout the DoD will increase organizational ability to deal with rapid change.

The SOA Acquisition Challenge

It's not too hard to see that SOA may add value to the DoD but there are certainly some technological challenges that must be overcome. Challenges aren't going to stop smart software professionals from developing and delivering quality software to the DoD. There are, however, some cultural and organizational challenges that may stand in the way of successful transition to SOA.

Imagine a contractor who has been awarded the contract (hypothetical) to develop a capability to store food allergy data for all of the Army's soldiers and disseminate this information to all locations where the soldiers are fed—including military bases, theaters of operation, military hospitals, etc. While developing the data services to process this information, the contractor's software engineering team realizes that developing a more generic service to handle all types of allergies—including food, drug, bee stings, etc.—would be a more valuable service to the DoD as a whole. At the same time, the customer program team realizes that this more useful service will take more time and resources to develop; time and resources not currently in the budget. The contractor's customer program team abandons good SOA practices (facilitating a more widely useable service) to create a point solution to the problem because there is no organizational means to quickly adjust the schedule and budget.

This is, of course, a very simplified example—many opportunities will arise that could provide useful solutions throughout the DoD that may be overlooked because funding is targeted at specific capabilities. A project is not service-oriented just because capabilities are delivered using sharable services. A project is not truly service-oriented unless it takes advantage of existing services where available and develops needed services taking into account the bigger picture of uses beyond the current need. DoD contracts focus on the particular capability being contracted for and make no provisions for delivering beyond that. Contractors are paid for the capability they deliver, making it desirable to maximize capability developed for a specific contract. This is not to suggest that the contractors for particular projects should be responsible for the creation and maintenance of an SOA framework suitable to meet DoD requirements. Contractors working on specific projects should intend to take advantage of existing DoD SOA frameworks. Contractors however, should be encouraged to embrace SOA for their projects by leveraging the use of services existing within that framework and considering the greater good when developing new services to be made available through that framework.

In this way, SOA creates a paradox for the DoD and its contractors. The DoD has specific capabilities that it knows it needs and it has a time frame and budget within which it expects to meet those needs. Within the DoD, the “sponsor” of a specific capability will outsource the fulfillment of this capability to a community of engineers, designers and other software development personnel. Neither the sponsor nor the contractor is rewarded or incentivized to provide a service-based solution, which meets a greater good and provides additional enterprise benefit for the whole of the DoD. There are limited explicit incentives to take advantage of existing services when possible that meet program needs. The DoD has unwittingly tied the hands of these very talented professionals by not providing a mechanism to encourage a specific focus on enterprise benefit.

Cultural and organizational changes are necessary if the DoD is going to be successful with full-scale SOA solutions. Contractors and project sponsors should be encouraged through policy changes and funding incentives to think beyond the current problem. Both the contractor and customer sponsor need to be incentivized to develop services that will solve problems the DoD might not yet realize that they have—
or issues that might not be relevant to the contracting agency but that could have significant impact on another agency. Suppose there was a process through which contractors can come back to the table during the planning and requirements phases of a project with suggestions for a better, more far-reaching SOA solution than that which was originally contracted. Figure 1 depicts a notional process.

Contractors should be given opportunities to identify enhanced SOA solutions to the contracting agency. This opportunity could be presented to the DoD sponsors, outlining additional costs as well as added value of the enhanced solution. Additionally the contractor should present the cost savings anticipated if the enhanced service is provided in the context of the current program versus having to do it separately as a new program or upgrade. Once the DoD sponsor validates the new solution, the improvements would be passed on to the Functional Capabilities Board for approval. Ideally, the contractor and the DoD sponsor would be given the opportunity through this mechanism to present suggestions not only to the contracting agency, but to other branches of the DoD that might benefit from such a service. Upon validation of the value added by the new service, a portion of the cost savings incurred could then be provided as both an award fee incentive to the contractor and a budget increase to the sponsor.

There should also be incentives for contractors to include reuse of existing services as part of their bid for the contract. Contractors should be encouraged to work with the contracting agencies and a Functional Capabilities Board to identify services existing in either the DoD or the public domain that would be suitable in the context of the current contract. Contract awards should include provisions for a “finder’s fee” based on the anticipated savings to the contracting agency, taking into consideration not only reduced costs for the current program but also recognizing the value in non-duplication of services.

**Conclusion**

SOA is likely here to stay. It offers great opportunities for the Services and the entire DoD to develop forward-thinking synergistic solutions that transcend current operational requirements. In order for this to happen, the DoD needs to find ways to encourage contractors and DoD sponsors to embrace SOA beyond just the “letter of the law” to the point where they are architecting solutions designed to take advantage of the benefits and cost savings possible with SOA. On the other hand, contractors need to be proactive in their approach to providing quality SOA solutions to the DoD that consider requirements beyond a current contract and look to how contract solutions can add value beyond that contract to other applications across the DoD enterprise.

As SOA evolves within the DoD, acquisition culture needs to shift to enable collaborative behavior that will provide solution synergy. The DoD will benefit by getting the most value out of services contracted for particular programs. The contractors benefit as their proactive behavior in defining opportunities makes them a vital part of the DoD’s SOA planning process, bringing them to the table as the DoD works to create SOA Advisory Boards and SOA Centers of Excellence.
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FURTHER READING

Two projects now underway have the potential to significantly improve the worldwide software engineering workforce. The Integrated Software and Systems Engineering Curriculum Project (ISSEC) recently published *Graduate Software Engineering 2009 (GSwe2009): Curriculum Guidelines for Graduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering* [1]. Initially sponsored by DoD with over 40 authors, the IEEE Computer Society and the Association for Computing Machinery now maintain and evolve GSwe2009 with support from the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE). The second project, Body of Knowledge and Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering (BKCASE), is creating two products: a body of knowledge for systems engineering and guidelines for a professional master's degree in systems engineering. Both the body of knowledge and the reference curriculum will incorporate software engineering as appropriate, to reflect the critical importance that software plays in modern systems.

**ISSEC Summary**

ISSEC was launched by Art Pyster at the Stevens Institute of Technology (Stevens) in 2007 with DoD sponsorship and a coalition from academia, industry, government and professional societies providing authors. In September 2009, its more than 40 authors published version 1.0 of a reference curriculum that reflects current development practices and the greater role of software in today's systems. The report, titled *Graduate Software Engineering 2009 (GSwe2009): Curriculum Guidelines for Graduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering* [1], is available at <http://www.gswe2009.org>. Two companion documents followed in November 2009, Comparisons of GSwe2009 to Current Master's Programs in Software Engineering and Frequently Asked Questions on Implementing GSwe2009. Both are also available on the GSwe2009 website.

ISSEC continues today, focused on aiding dissemination and adoption of GSwe2009.

The IEEE Computer Society and the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) have recently signed a copyright transfer agreement with Stevens to become the owners and primary sponsors of GSwe2009. The two professional societies now assume responsibility for evolving and maintaining the guidelines to the same level that they manage curriculum guidelines in other disciplines. INCOSE is playing a supporting role in the evolution of GSwe2009. Stevens and a number of the original author team members maintain purview over the two companion documents.

**BKCASE Summary**

BKCASE began in September 2009 under the joint leadership of Art Pyster from Stevens and Dave Olwell from the Naval Postgraduate School. As did ISSEC earlier, BKCASE has enjoyed strong support from both DoD and INCOSE since the project began. The IEEE Systems Council and the IEEE Computer Society Educational Activities Board offered their support for BKCASE in November 2009. As of the writing of this paper, BKCASE has 45 authors from 10 countries, and is supported by over a hundred reviewers.

BKCASE will produce two primary products:

1) **Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK— pronounced “sea” “Bach”)**

2) **Graduate Reference Curriculum for Systems Engineering (GRCSE— pronounced “Gracie”)**

In the second half of 2010, BKCASE will publish version 0.25 of both the SEBoK and GRCSE. Version 1.0 will follow sometime in 2012. BKCASE will, quite naturally, turn to SEBoK for the material that should be included in GRCSE. Both products will incorporate substantial aspects of software engineering, which will help bridge the historical gap between professional software and systems engineers.
The ISSEC Project

In 1989 the SEI of Carnegie Mellon University published a landmark report on graduate education in software engineering [2]. Several universities used the recommendations in that report to establish their software-engineering degree programs. Since then, the way software is developed has changed dramatically, yet little effort has been made to foster further implementation and update the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) original recommendations for graduate education in software engineering [2].

In 2007, Kristen Baldwin, then Deputy Director for Software Engineering and System Assurance of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense Acquisition, Technology and Logistics, approached Art Pyster of Stevens Institute regarding the findings of a software industrial base study that had been conducted at the request of the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The study reflected that software drives the performance of almost all major military systems today and the development phase of any major system typically involves substantial amounts of software development. The study found a critical shortage of trained senior-level software talent required by the complex, software-intensive systems developed and forecasted by the Department of Defense.

Baldwin and Pyster concluded that a critical long-term strategy for the DoD was to ensure a strong and relevant foundation for training and education of senior software talent through establishment of a reference curriculum that would represent the fundamentals of software engineering as well as address the current challenges of scale, complexity, and criticality. Based on these conclusions, ISSEC began.

ISSEC built GSwE2009 on the SEI curriculum plus those of other initiatives, such as the Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [3] and Software Engineering 2004: Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering [4]. ISSEC followed an iterative, evolutionary approach in creating the guidelines, beginning with the formation of a Curriculum Author Team (CAT). First established in July 2007, the CAT is a collection of invited experts from industry, government, academia, and professional associations. CAT membership grew as GSwE2009 matured. In addition to representatives from the ACM, IEEE Computer Society, and INCOSE, ISSEC had the benefactors of authors from the Brazilian Computer Society and the U.S. National Defense Industrial Association Systems Engineering Division.

Originally, GSwE2009 was known as GSwERC, which stands for Graduate Software Engineering Reference Curriculum. The CAT released GSwERC 0.25 in February 2008, GSwERC 0.5 in October 2008, and GSwE2009 1.0 in September 2009. The software engineering community was invited to review versions 0.25 and 0.5 to provide the necessary feedback to develop version 1.0. The review of version 0.5 generated more than 800 individual review comments, which were adjudicated for use in creating version 1.0. The detailed comments and their adjudication can be found on the GSwE2009 website.

GSwE2009 Content

GSwE2009 includes the following elements:

- A set of outcomes to be fulfilled by a student who successfully completes a graduate program based on the curriculum
- A set of student skills, knowledge, and experience assumed by the curriculum, not intended as entrance requirements for a specific program, but as the starting point for the curriculum’s outcomes
- An architectural framework to support implementation of the curriculum
- A description of the fundamental or core skills, knowledge, and practice to be taught in the curriculum to achieve the outcomes. This is termed a Core Body of Knowledge (CBOK) and includes topic areas and the depth of understanding a student should achieve

A university considering the creation or modification of a graduate software engineering program should be able to use the CBOK and the architectural framework to design appropriate courses and degree requirements. The outcomes and entrance assumptions should help in determining the expected market and value of the program to potential students and their employers.

In addition, GSwE2009 includes the following:

- The fundamental philosophy for GSwE2009 development as described in a set of guiding principles
- A discussion of how GSwE2009 will evolve to remain effective
- A mapping of expected outcomes to the CBOK and to the total GSwE2009 program recommendations
- A description of Knowledge Areas discussed in GSwE2009 that are not yet fully integrated into the current version of the SWEBOK
- Glossary, references, and other supporting material

Expected Student Outcomes

Graduates of a master’s program that satisfies GSwE2009 will do the following:

- Master the CBOK
- Master software engineering in at least one application domain, such as finance, medical, transportation, or telecommunications; and one application type, such as real-time, embedded, safety-critical, or highly distributed systems. That mastery includes understanding how differences in domain and type manifest themselves in both the software and the engineering of the software, and includes understanding how to learn a new application domain or type
» Master at least one Knowledge Area or sub-area from the CBOK to at least the Bloom Synthesis level [5]  
» Be able to make ethical professional decisions and practice ethical professional behavior  
» Understand the relationship between software engineering and systems engineering and be able to apply systems engineering principles and practices in the engineering of software  
» Be an effective member of a team, including teams that are international and geographically distributed; effectively communicate both orally and in writing; and lead in one area of project development, such as project management, requirements analysis, architecture, construction, or quality assurance  
» Be able to reconcile conflicting project objectives, finding acceptable compromises within limitations of cost, time, knowledge, existing systems, and organizations  
» Understand and appreciate feasibility analysis, negotiation, and good communications with stakeholders in a typical software development environment, and be able to perform those tasks well; have effective work habits; and be a leader  
» Be able to learn new models, techniques, and technologies as they emerge, and appreciate the necessity of such continuing professional development  
» Be able to analyze a current significant software technology, articulate its strengths and weaknesses, compare it to alternative technologies, and specify and promote improvements or extensions to that technology

Core Body of Knowledge
The CBOK includes all of the fundamental or core skills, knowledge, and experience to be taught in the curriculum to achieve the expected student outcomes. The primary source for developing the CBOK was the SWEBOK. Knowledge elements were also derived from the Software Engineering 2004 curriculum guidelines [4], the INCOSE Guide to Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge [6] and especially the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook [7].

Figure 1 shows the knowledge elements of CBOK and their expected relative proportions of the GSwE2009 curriculum. Although specific systems engineering knowledge elements only represent 2—3% of the CBOK, they are considered a cross-cutting concern that arises in many other areas. For example, systems engineering material would also be covered under requirements engineering, testing, configuration management and project management.

Companion Reports
In addition to GSwE2009, ISSEC has published two companion reports on its website: Comparisons of GSwE2009 to Current Master’s Programs in Software Engineering and Frequently Asked Questions on Implementing GSwE2009. The latter report is intended to help schools establish or modify a graduate software engineering program to align with the new curriculum recommendations.

The comparison report provides information on about a dozen current programs. Since most programs have alternative tracks, two or three hypothetical students from each of these schools are described. Using the courses in their individual programs, an assessment is made of each student’s ability to achieve the new recommended outcomes. While all programs compare fairly well, all had areas where they could improve. For example, most programs do not cover ethics or systems engineering topics as thoroughly as recommended by GSwE2009.
Comparison of GSwe2009 Guidance and Actual Programs

GSwe2009 comparisons were performed in collaboration with representatives of 12 currently offered software engineering programs, nine from North America. The focus was on comparison of the 10 GSwe2009 outcomes with the expected outcomes currently attained by up to three diverse, hypothetical, but typical, students from each program. Many interesting facts were learned about the differences among current software engineering programs, but space does not permit further elaboration here.

By the GSwe2009 guidelines, the programs examined clearly do a reasonable job of satisfying the outcomes to a “medium” level, at least for the “typical” students described. As shown in Figure 2, each program had some room for improvement to fully meet all GSwe2009 outcomes for most students. The outcomes least likely to be attained at a higher level are ethics (few programs offer much coverage of this), systems engineering (many programs cover this topic only lightly) and application domain depth (some of the programs do not afford their students an opportunity to attain such depth).

Similar entrance requirements (required degrees, levels of experience, etc.) do not always correspond to similar levels of outcome attainment, even when the students appear to have similar backgrounds. Individual programs vary greatly from one another in the overall outcome attainment levels of their students, but most programs do make a difference—that is, outcome attainment upon graduation is typically much higher than upon entry. Industry experience typically results in higher outcome attainment. Hypothetical students within most of the programs vary in their levels of outcome attainment, suggesting that their choices of electives and tracks make a significant difference.

The most commonly required courses are software project management, software architecture and design, software requirements, and testing or verification and validation. By contrast, relatively few programs require courses in construction, metrics, ethics, or systems engineering.

Data from three non-U.S. programs suggest that there are significant differences of perspective, and that the GSwe2009 model is more U.S.-centric than originally intended.

The BKCASE Project

BKCASE, which began in September 2009, will generate two related products by 2012—SEBoK and GRCSE. BKCASE is organized along similar lines to ISSEC. A diverse author team, currently composed of 45 people from 10 countries, meets face to face every three months and works in smaller groups via collaboration technology between workshops. The first author workshop was held at the Naval Postgraduate School in December 2009, refining and ratifying the project charter, project scope, and resulting in the formation of early teams to begin writing the SEBoK. Teams began working on GRCSE at the second workshop, held at the end of March 2010 at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.

As with ISSEC, BKCASE products will initially be owned and managed by the author team and copyrighted by Stevens. Ultimately, SEBoK and GRCSE will have the greatest impact if major professional societies become their “stewards,” responsible for their evolution and maintenance. INCOSE and the IEEE Systems Council or Computer Society are the most natural stewards. These societies have several authors participating in BKCASE. See <http://www.bkcase.org> for more complete and current information.

Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge

Readers will benefit from a body of knowledge in systems engineering as described in the value proposition for SEBoK:

>> There is no authoritative source that defines and organizes the knowledge of the systems engineering (SE) discipline, including its methods, processes, practices, and tools. The resulting knowledge gap creates unnecessary inconsistency and confusion in understanding the role of SE in projects and programs; and in defining SE products and processes. SEBoK will fill that gap, becoming the “go to” SE reference.

>> The process of creating the SEBoK will help to build community consensus on the boundaries and context of SE thinking. It will also help the community understand and improve the ability of management, science and engineering disciplines to work together.

>> Having a common way to refer to SE knowledge will facilitate communication among systems engineers and provide a baseline for competency models, certification programs, educational programs, and other workforce development initiatives around the world. Having common ways to identify metadata about SE knowledge will facilitate search and other automated actions on SE knowledge.

At the first author workshop, the authors confirmed this value proposition and that there are two disciplines related to SE that require special attention in the SEBoK—software engineering and project management. Software engineering was singled out because the functionality and character of virtually every interesting system these days relies on software. Software drives much of the architecture, security, safety, scalability, interface, and countless other characteristics of modern systems. Much, if not the majority of the risk and cost of systems development rests with the software elements. Given the enormous impact of software on systems, the SEBoK will contain, in integral fashion, software engineering knowledge. At the first workshop, however, no decisions were made on how to accomplish the integration of software engineering knowledge or project management into the SEBoK.

For Version 0.25, the SEBoK will be domain independent. There will be no effort to define knowledge areas in terms or methods that are specific to a particular domain such as finance, medical devices or defense systems. Domain-specific knowledge will be discussed in companion case studies,
the application of SE in an application domain or business segment. The use of GRCSE for guidance will enable consistency in student proficiency at graduation, making it easier for students to select where to attend and for employers to evaluate prospective new graduates. Naturally, based on the earlier comments about the ties between software and systems engineering, GRCSE will weave education on software engineering into its recommendations for graduate students studying systems engineering.

Summary

The development of a high-performance systems and software engineering workforce in a world of increasing complexity requires a foundation of authoritative knowledge and guidance in systems and software. Nowhere is this more vital than with the U.S. military, which develops many of the largest and most complex systems in the world. Two projects, the ISSEC and the BKCASE have stepped up to the challenge of building this foundation. ISSEC published GSwE2009: Curriculum Guidelines for Graduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering to provide authoritative guidelines—based on the current and impacting the future revision of the software engineering body of knowledge—on the development of graduate software engineering curriculum. BKCASE will produce both a SEBoK and a GRCSE by 2012. Together, these projects and products support the development of a strong global software engineering workforce and a systems engineering workforce with the necessary software engineering skills to solve tomorrow's global systems problems.

In addition, readers are encouraged to consider some of the following ways to use the guidelines produced by these projects:

- To use as a reference for locating technical information about systems engineering
- To inform their workforce of development efforts
- To assess the educational background of their technical staff
- To develop continuing education curricula or courses for their technical staff
- To advise local universities or training vendors regarding the kinds of courses and/or educational programs needed by their technical staff and future hires, and to use as a framework for selecting educational programs for employees
- To define qualifications for contracted workforce

Any reader who is interested in contributing to either project or adopting any of the resulting products should send an e-mail with background information and areas of interest to bkcase@stevens.edu.
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Standing On the Shoulders of Giants!

Since 1997, I have been writing BackTalk columns on a semi-regular basis. I tend to work best under pressure (translation—I have raised procrastination to an art form) so I typically start writing the column about a day before it is due. There is nothing like sheer stress and a looming deadline to sharpen up my writing skill. But I start thinking about the column weeks in advance—writing in my head, discarding ideas. This column, I was stumped. I could not come up with just the right idea. As I was teaching Software Engineering today, I was going over some pithy and somewhat painfully funny quotes covering programming and software engineering. I realized that the column was writing itself—and others were writing it for me! After a little research looking for quotes that sum up our profession, here is my contribution.

Requirements

“If you don’t know where you’re going, you’re unlikely to end up there.” - Forrest Gump

“All projects are iterative—it’s just that some managers choose to have the iterations after final delivery.” - Urban Wisdom

“It is easier to change the specification to fit the program than vice versa.” - Author Unknown

“When somebody begins a sentence with ‘It would be nice if...’ the right thing to do is to wait politely for the speaker to finish. No project ever gets around to the it-would-be-nice features: or if they do, they regret it. Wait for sentences that begin ‘We have to...’ and pay close attention, and see if you agree.” - Tom Van Vleck

Cost Estimation

“It always takes longer than you expect, even when you take Hofstadter’s Law into account.” - Hofstadter’s Law, Douglas Hofstadter

Design

“Programs must be written for people to read, and only incidentally for machines to execute.” - Abelson and Sussman

“The hardest part of design ... is keeping features out!” - Donald Norman

“A designer can mull over complicated designs for months. Then suddenly the simple, elegant, beautiful solution occurs to him. When it happens to you, it feels as if God is talking! And maybe He is.” - Leo Frankowski (in The Cross-Time Engineer)

“The purpose of analysis is not modeling but understanding.” - Sun Tsu, The Art of War

Programming and Programming Languages

“C++ would make a decent teaching language if we could teach the ++ part without the C part.” - Michael B. Feldman

“It has been discovered that C++ provides a remarkable facility for concealing the trivial details of a program—such as where its bugs are.” - David Keppel

“And then it occurred to me that a computer is a stupid machine with the ability to do incredibly smart things, while computer programmers are smart people with the ability to do incredibly stupid things. They are, in short, a perfect match.” - Bill Bryson

“Good code is its own best documentation. As you’re about to add a comment, ask yourself, ‘How can I improve the code so that this comment isn’t needed?’” - Steve McConnell

“The only way for errors to occur in a program is by being put there by the author. No other mechanisms are known. Programs can’t acquire bugs by sitting around with other buggy programs.” - Harlan Mills

“There are two ways to write error-free programs; only the third one works.” - Alan J. Perlis

“There does not now, nor will there ever exist, a programming language in which it is the least bit hard to write bad programs.” - Lawrence Flon

“That’s the thing about people who think they hate computers. What they really hate are lousy programmers.” - Larry Niven

“The evolution of languages: FORTRAN is the language of supercomputers. ADA is a strongly typed language. C is a weakly typed language. Ada is a strongly typed language. C++ is a strongly typed language.” - Ron Sercely

“You can tell how far we have to go, when FORTRAN is the language of supercomputers.” - Steven Feiner

Reuse

“I’ve finally learned what ‘upward compatible’ means. It means we get to keep all our old mistakes.” - Jennie van Tassel

Testing

“Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place. Therefore, if you write the code as cleverly as possible, you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it.” - Brian W. Kernighan.

“Software undergoes beta testing shortly before it’s released. Beta is Latin for ‘still doesn’t work’.” - Author Unknown

“It’s not a bug, it’s an undocumented feature.” - Author Unknown

Maintenance

“Always code as if the guy who ends up maintaining your code will be a violent psychopath who knows where you live.” - Martin Golding

“Programming today is a race between software engineers striving to build bigger and better idiot-proof programs, and the universe trying to produce bigger and better idiots. So far, the universe is winning.” - Author Unknown

Software Engineering in General

“If builders built buildings the way program- mers wrote programs, then the first woodpecker that came along would destroy civilization.” - Gerald Weinberg

“It has been said that the great scientific disciplines are examples of giants standing on the shoulders of other giants. It has also been said that the software industry is an example of midgets standing on the toes of other midgets.” - Alan Cooper

If you have other “Great Quotes,” please send them to me and I’ll publish “Quotes Volume II” in a later column!

David A. Cook
Stephen F. Austin State University
cookda@sfasu.edu
Ok, we've all seen it, individuals totally immersed in hand-held devices consuming an endless stream of information and knowledge - thumbs furiously dancing across miniscule keyboards entering thoughts, ideas, and directions.

Much like the tiny information exchange tools meant to keep us up-to-speed in this data-filled world, SSTC 2011 will focus on connecting attendees with technological advancements associated with building better systems and software in support of our defense forces.

Join us 16 – 19 May 2011 in Salt Lake City, Utah, as we Sync-Up with advances in Technology!
Hill Air Force Base is hiring SOFTWARE ENGINEERS AND COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

Exciting and Stable Workloads:
- Joint Mission Planning System
- Battle Control System-Fixed
- Satellite Technology
- Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle
- F-16, F-22, F-35
- Ground Theater Air Control System
- Human Engineering Development

Employee Benefits:
- Health Care Packages
- 10 Paid Holidays
- Paid Sick Leave
- Exercise Time
- Career Coaching
- Tuition Assistance
- Retirement Savings Plans
- Leadership Training

Location, Location, Location:
- 25 minutes from Salt Lake City
- Utah Jazz Basketball
- Three Minor League Baseball Teams
- One Hour from 12 Ski Resorts
- Minutes from Hunting, Fishing, Water Skiing, ATV Trails, Hiking

Visit us at www.309SMXG.hill.af.mil. Send resumes to shanae.headley@hill.af.mil.
Also apply for our openings at USAjobs.gov

CrossTalk thanks the above organizations for providing their support.